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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Figure 1: “When you jump” meme (u/TheSmallSon). 

When I think about suicide as an act and/or event, I tend to imagine someone who wants 

to escape the land of the living because all it brings this person is suffering. The person is 

dejected and in pain, opting for a cliche suicide method, like jumping off a bridge, to end her life 

permanently. She would be regretful that she could not live a satisfying life, choosing to kill 

herself even though that would not lead to a satisfying conclusion either. Suicide does not 

promise happiness, but at the same time, it promises the end of unhappiness. However, in suicide 

internet memes, the referent, the suicidal person referred to in the meme, visualized or not, is 

usually portrayed as eager to plan or execute her suicide. For example, in the “when you jump” 

meme (Figure 1), the referent interprets suicide as the fun physical exercise parkour 

(u/TheSmallSon). Suicide memes show how a dark subject, like suicide, can be creatively linked 

to humor. 

In this thesis, I ask two research questions: What are suicide memes expressing? And 

who are the people behind suicide memes? My answer to the first research question is that these 
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memes are expressing anti-future sentiments by the portrayal of the plan or execution of suicide 

within the memes. My answer to the second research question is that the people behind these 

memes are “produsers,” those who produse and use online content simultaneously (Bruns 23). 

All together, these produsers form a counterpublic (Warner 86). I elaborate on the concepts of 

anti-futurity, produser, and counterpublic in the theoretical framework chapter. I call the people 

involved with suicide memes throughout this paper “produsers.”

Background

To begin with, I explain the terms and contexts relevant to this thesis, starting with an 

explanation of the general meme-related context and concepts. This research is situated in the 

wider context of the internet, along with the specific contexts of the two websites Tumblr and 

Reddit, which I elaborate on in the next several paragraphs. The term “meme” is a concept 

created by Richard Dawkins (his evolutionary take on the term) to explain cultural products like 

catchphrases which, like genes, spread through imitation and “undergo variation, competition, 

selection, and retention” (Shifman 9). Memes can spread exponentially and die out (9-10). An 

internet meme can be understood as a specific type of Dawkins’s “meme,” and which Shifman 

defines in her book: “[internet memes are] (a) a group of digital items sharing common 

characteristics of content, form, and/or stance, which (b) were created with awareness of each 

other, and (c)were circulate, imitated, and/or transformed via the Internet by many users” (9, 41). 

Throughout this paper, I call an “internet meme” its shortened form that is “meme,” the short 

term used by social media users in general to refer to an internet meme. Thus, whenever I use the 

term “meme” throughout this paper, I am only referring to “internet memes” and not Dawkins’s 

general concept of “meme.” 
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This research focuses solely on one type of internet meme, namely suicide memes. I 

define suicide memes as internet memes that contain one or more elements of suicide that are 

depicted through images and captions. Such elements include a suicidal person (represented by a 

picture or mentioned in the caption of the meme), suicide methods, instruments used for those 

suicide methods, and suicidal ideation. Since the internet represents the location of this research, 

and hence a virtual location, I use the term “virtual suicide” in describing the suicide that is 

planned to or does occur within the memes forming my data collection. I define “virtual suicide” 

as the depiction of suicide in the internet that does not translate to actual suicide. It occurs when 

virtual people die or plan on killing themselves. Virtual suicide can be done in several ways, 

such as in killing one’s online presence by deleting one’s social media accounts. For this 

research specifically, I refer to the virtual people that plan to or commit suicide as the people 

depicted or referred to within a suicide meme. I use the pronouns “she” and “her” throughout this 

paper to refer to the suicide meme referent even if the person pictured in a specific suicide meme 

is male, like in Figure 1, because the image does not indicate the referent's actual gender  

(u/TheSmallSon). These memes are applicable to to anyone regardless of gender.

I collected suicide memes from the two social media websites Tumblr and Reddit. Each 

of these websites work differently. Tumblr hosts individual blogs owned and managed by 

different bloggers. Not more than one blogger usually controls one blog because Tumblr blogs 

are usually personalized. Bloggers can post texts, images, gifs, videos, and links, items that are 

available to view by other bloggers or in the case of public blogs, by anyone using the internet 

even if they do not have a Tumblr account. For example, a Tumblr meme post may either be a 

text, image, video, or a combination of an image and text like in Figure 1  (u/TheSmallSon). 
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“Notes” under each Tumblr post represent comments, likes (when bloggers expresstheir 

“like” for a post), or reblogs (when a blogger reposts another blogger’s post in her own blog) of 

that specific post. “Tags” under each Tumblr post refer to the keywords a blogger designates a 

post to describe it, but mainly to make the post searchable when the keywords are typed in the 

Tumblr search bar, either to search for the keyword within Tumblr in general or within a specific 

Tumblr blog (“Tagging your posts”).

On the other hand, Reddit hosts individual forums called Subreddits, that are not 

necessarily owned by any one user, if owned at all, but are managed by one or more moderators. 

A Subreddit is dedicated to a specific type of content, like meme content for example. The 

“community details” box that appears in a Subreddit web page contains information on what the 

Subreddit is about and the type of content found within it. Each Subreddit also has a specific set 

of rules that, like the “community details,” is contained in a box that appears in that Subreddit’s 

webpage. These rules describe the kind of activity and posts allowed or not allowed in the 

specific Subreddit. The moderators of each Subreddit make sure that the rules are being followed 

by the Redditors (Reddit users) when they post content or comments on a specific Subreddit. 

Similar to Tumblr, Redditors can post texts, images, gifs, videos, and links, items that are 

available to view by other Redditors or in the case of public Subreddits, by anyone using the 

internet even if they do not have a Reddit account. Like a Tumblr meme post, a Reddit meme 

post may either be a text, image, video, or a combination of an image and text. “Upvotes” and 

“downvotes” represent Redditors’ approval or lack thereof for a post. Each post also has a 

comment section where Redditors can comment on and discuss the specific post.
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Why This Study Matters

My reason for wanting to write about suicide memes is that I saw potential and value in 

them that go beyond the self-deprecating meanings that people usually attribute to them. These 

memes are worthy of study because they can have so many meanings and show a creativity that 

is usually overlooked because the humor in them appears to be stale or repetitive. More 

importantly, they show an evolved version of dark humor and give a glimpse of the kind of 

humor that could arise from the internet age. Also, this study matters because it gives an insight 

to one part of the complicated contemporary social media culture. It matters at this time when 

majority of people under thirty years old, spend their time online using any appropriate device, 

like a smartphone or laptop, according to my observations while surfing the internet. 

Methodology

In this section, I elaborate on the four methodologies I use in my research, namely the 

data collection methodology, open-coding, critical discourse analysis (shortened to CDA), and 

online ethnography. I then list the limits of this research. 

Data Collection

The suicide memes that I collected to use in CDA are the most popular ones, that is, those 

with the most views (or likes, comments, etc), because the most activity from suicide meme 

produsers occurs in the most popular posts. Subsequently, the most activity provides me with 

more data to study.  Some suicide memes that I collected come in the form of only text, but most 

are in the form of image combined with a text caption. Some of the memes appear as screenshots 
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from Facebook and Twitter, and then were posted on Tumblr or Reddit.

I gathered one hundred suicide memes from different Tumblr blogs and the Tumblr 

homepage search bar that shows relevant results based on the keyword I entered in the search bar 

in December 16, 17, and 28, 2018. The suicide memes I collected are the most popular in their 

tags (from the search bar search) or within the specific Tumblr blog. I measured the popularity of 

each suicide meme post, collecting those with greater than one thousand notes for blogs whose 

original posts garner thousands of notes and those with greater than ten thousand notes for even 

more popular blogs. I used Tumblr Top, the Tumblr data analytics tool that allows one to “view a 

Tumblr blog's most popular original posts,” to collect these meme posts (“Tumblr Top”).

I collected data from the main Tumblr search bar (which shows results from all relevant 

blogs in one webpage) using two steps. One, I typed in the relevant word on the search bar. 

Tumblr gives results based on the word’s appearance in each meme post’s tags. The keywords I 

looked up were: dank meme, edgy meme, spicy meme, dark meme, death meme, millennial 

meme, dankest meme, gen z meme, suicide meme, nihilist meme, and self-deprecation meme. 

Two, I collected the memes that fit the definition of suicide memes that I explain in the 

beginning of this chapter. I gathered only the most popular and relevant suicide memes, with the 

popularity determined by the amount of notes a post garners, which I list in the previous 

paragraph.

I collected data from specific Tumblr blogs that contain suicide memes in five steps. One, 

I typed in the relevant keyword in the Tumblr homepage search bar. Tumblr then gives results 

based on the word’s appearance in a post’s tag or in a Tumblr blog’s URL. Two, I noted down 

the relevant blogs based on their URL names and the preview of the type of content in the blog. 

Three, I went to Tumblr Top and typed in each relevant blog’s URL in the search bar and clicked 
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“get posts” (“Tumblr Top”). Four, under the Top Posts results, where original posts of memes 

are organized based on descending number of notes, I collected memes that have greater than 

one thousand notes for blogs whose original posts garner thousands of notes and ten thousand 

notes for even bigger blogs by clicking on the image which will redirect to the specific blog’s 

webpage of the specific meme post. Five, in a blog with hundreds of original posts of suicide 

memes, I stopped collecting data at the top thirty memes as the meme content becomes repetitive 

after that estimated number of posts.

I then gathered, in five steps, fifty memes in relevant Subreddits on Feb 23, 2019, 

limiting my collection to the most popular posts in each Subreddit. One, I went to the relevant 

Subreddits; that is, those that pertain to internet memes in general, but especially those specific 

to dark humor. I found the Subreddits by searching the same key terms  in the main Reddit 

search bar that I used to search Tumblr tags. Two, I searched “suicide” in each Subreddit’s 

search bar. Three, I sorted the results by TOP (I capitalize this and other terms in this paragraph 

because they are capitalized in Reddit) posts (top results based on upvotes) and by posts from 

ALL TIME; the results are organized by descending upvotes. Four, I also sorted the results by 

RELEVANCE posts (top results based on upvotes) and by posts from ALL TIME; results are 

organized by descending upvotes. Five, I collected memes that have greater than one hundred 

upvotes for smaller Subreddits (those with fewer than ten thousand members), greater than one 

thousand upvotes for bigger Subreddits (those with hundreds of thousands of members), and 

greater than thirty upvotes for niche Subreddits (those with under one hundred members).

Afterwards, I combined the memes from Tumblr and Reddit and organized them through 

open-coding, a method of analysis in which the researcher looks through the gathered data and 

list down “emerging themes and core categories” (Ask and Abidin 837; Emerson et al. 171-99). I 
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open-coded my data collection by typing out the description of the meme, keywords, and themes 

under each meme. Afterwards I looked over all the details I typed out and came up with twenty 

“core categories” that I use to organize the suicide memes Ask and Abidin 837; Emerson et al. 

171-99). Most memes belong to more than one category (Table 1).

Table 1: Core Categories and their Descriptions:

Core Categories Descriptions

1. Holidays Christmas, Halloween, and Valentine’s Day related 

scenarios.

2. Doctors Doctor tells patient that she will die soon, which makes 

the patient happy or patient asks doctor to assist her in 

committing suicide

3. Meta Suicide meme that refers to suicide memes

4. Death Personified The referent asks Death (in a human form)  to kill her

5. Comic Strips One meme divided into several panels depicting a 

successful suicide attempt

6. Criminals The referent asks either a murderer, assassin, or robber to 

kill her. An “opportunistic” suicide

7. Cliche, violent suicide methods Razor, toaster bath, jumping off a bridge, drinking bleach, 

noose, getting run over by a vehicle, self-inflicted gunshot, 

and live burial
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8. Suicidal Child Child who wants to commit suicide, or references to 

childhood things, like games, school, cartoons

9. Emotions Boredom, referent’s enthusiasm at the prospect of dying 

soon, or her disappointment at not dying

10. Solidarity Solidarity with other suicidal people within the meme

11. Nihilism Referent wanting to die because of nihilist thoughts; 

(Nihilist meme is another type of meme different from 

nihilist suicide meme)

12. Depression Referent wanting to die because of depression; 

(Depression meme is another type of meme different from 

depression suicide meme)

13. Different Referent The suicidal person referred to in the meme is another 

person who cannot be the produser viewing the meme; 

The pronouns “you” or “I” are not used to refer to this 

person in the meme’s caption

14. “No Future” Referent directly expresses that there is no future for her

15. Romantic & Sexual Has to do with dating, flirting, sex, Valentine’s Day, or 

other romantic/sexual scenarios (or lack thereof)

16. Legal Matters Death penalty, crime, court trial, etc.
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17. Dangerous Jobs Jobs that can end in the worker’s (referent’s) death, like 

working as an astronaut or soldier

18. Minor Inconveniences Wanting to die because of minor inconveniences, or using 

minor inconveniences as an excuse to commit suicide

19. Assisted v. Non-assisted 

Suicide

Referent either asks for assistance in committing suicide 

or does it alone

20. Abortion Referent wishes she was aborted; (Abortion meme is 

another type of meme different from abortion suicide 

meme)

Furthermore, I gathered other types of data related to the specific suicide memes I 

collected, which I use to conduct an online ethnographic study of the people behind suicide 

memes. These types of data from the Tumblr suicide memes include the blog names, number of 

notes of each meme post, and tags (keywords) used to describe and make each meme post 

searchable. The types of data I gathered from Reddit include each Subreddit’s names, 

community details, rules,  number of moderators, and status (if it is quarantined or not) as well 

each meme post’s comments (if available) (“Quarantined Subreddits”). I explain quarantined 

Subreddits in the produser as counterpublic chapter.
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Analytical Methods

I use the two methods Critical Discourse Analysis and online ethnography to analyze the 

data I collected from Tumblr and Reddit. CDA is the analytical approach that looks at a text’s 

discourse, particularly the discourse’s political aspect, on how it relates to or negotiates with 

power, whoever or whatever holds that power (Wodak 3). I use it to analyze the suicide memes 

in the next chapter. On the other hand, online ethnography is the analytical method used to look 

at a subject’s culture, behavior, and social interactions in the Internet space, or “online 

participant observation” (Snodgrass 437-39, 442). I use it to analyze the other components that 

accompany the suicide memes I collected, like the Tumblr blogs’ notes and Subreddit comments. 

I analyze these components in order to gain insight on who the people involved in the creation 

and consumption of suicide memes are and their behavior.

Research Limitations

The biggest limitation of this research study is that it cannot identify the exact gender, 

age, or area of origin of the people involved with creating, posting, and consuming suicide 

memes because specific information on suicide meme creators, posters and consumers are not 

available. They maintain anonymity online and participate in suicide meme culture under the 

name “anonymous,”  “anon,” or any pseudonymous name. I speculate that they do this because 

the anonymity allows them to be part of the suicide meme discourse without having to deal with 

detractors personally. Also, memes are reposted repeatedly, and thus, those people thought of as 

the “original creators” might actually be recycling/reposting content. Reposting then makes it 

hard to track down the original creators. 
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Accurate statistics are difficult to come by because as of now, there is no way to confirm 

a produsers’ gender, age, or area of origin when they do not give that information when 

participating in the suicide meme discourse. The source of web traffic can only tell you where 

they were located when they were surfing, so we can reasonably guess that a majority of people 

surfing from a particular location are from that country, but it is not a guarantee. Also, people 

who use VPN or another technological tool to hide their location when surfing the internet adds 

to the issue of not knowing the produsers’ area of origin. If statistics were available, I would be 

able to determine more specifically the demographics of the produsers and if those demographics 

have anything to do with their produsing behavior. For example, if I confirm that most suicide 

meme produsers are millennials, then that would give me an idea on what enables them to 

produse in a particular way.

I can only confirm several pieces of information based on my observations. One, that the 

suicide meme produsers in the websites I researched know the English language as the memes 

with captions and text are written in English. Two, they also have knowledge on Western, or 

more specifically, American culture and history because of their incorporation of such elements 

as Christmas, Halloween, Valentine’s Day, nooses, and school shootings in the suicide memes. 

Three, they have knowledge of internet popular culture, specifically meme culture, as they are 

able to understand and transform different meme formats into new memes. And four, I estimate 

that these produsers are under thirty years old (this is the case in the United States according to 

one study), as the youth make up the estimated majority of people actively “living” their lives 

online, or participating in online culture (Pew Research Center).
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Chapters Overview

This thesis is comprised of six total chapters, including this introduction chapter. The 

second chapter consists of the literature review where I argue that there is a gap in the internet 

meme literature and explain how my research can fill that gap through its contribution to the 

scholarship. The third chapter contains the various theories and theoretical concepts I use to 

apply to my data collection. In the fourth chapter, I analyze some of the suicide memes I 

collected through the CDA method. In the fifth chapter, I theorize the people behind suicide 

memes, Finally, in the conclusion chapter, I revisit my two research questions, ending with 

suggestions for future research. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

I limit the scope of the literature review to secondary sources that talk about internet 

memes at a general level and sources that analyze internet memes with a darker subject matter 

such as racism, poverty, and deadly diseases. Since scholars only started writing about internet 

memes in the last decade, only a handful of sources are available at present. Most of these 

sources conclude that internet memes demonstrate the social interconnectedness that the digital 

space of the Internet makes possible. 

After reviewing the sources available, I conclude that the literature on internet memes 

lacks writings about suicide memes. Most sources do not address internet memes that contain 

death or suicide as their subject matter nor explore the motivations or reasons behind the creation 

and consumption of such memes. As I elaborate later on, only the article about Ebola-chan, the 

book The Ambivalent Internet, and a book chapter about celebrity death investigate a death 

meme (Marcus and Singer; Phillips and Milner 38; Burgess et al. 232). On the other hand, the 

article about China’s losers meme counts as the only article investigating the motivations behind 

the creation of a meme that expresses negative responses to contemporary worries like economic 

stability or meeting societal expectations of success (Szablewicz). 

Addressing this gap in the literature is important because death memes, although not part 

of the mainstream internet meme culture, refer to a darker part of digital culture where people 

feel liberated to express their darker thoughts and concerns without worrying about any 

consequences. This darker part or space provides a platform for people to voice out their anti-

future sentiments. These topics include general findings about internet memes, dark humor 

memes and their political implications, political voice and participation, social connection, 

globalization, intertextuality, and meme literacy.
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Scholars try to explain the importance of technology, specifically the Internet, and meme 

qualities in order to gain insight into meme spread and popularity, and user behavior. Continuing 

with the evolutionary comparison from Dawkin’s “meme” concept, Shifman argues that the 

Internet is key in amplifying memetic qualities emphasized by Dawkins: longevity (the long 

existence of a meme), fecundity (the amount of copies users generate), and copy fidelity 

(accuracy of copies users transform and spread  so as to keep the original meme’s meaning intact 

and thus understandable in a different context) (9-10, 17). 

Additionally, Milner emphasizes other memetic characteristics that contribute to meme 

popularity and user behavior like multimodality, or expressions communicated through different 

modes such as written language, image, video, sound, gif, and hypertext, digitization and 

consequent convenience of creation, combination of different modes, resonance, or 

multiplication based on context and consumers, and collectivism in social media sites like 

twitter, tumblr reddit, where each site and forum has its own behavioral norms and styles of 

expression (24-25, 29, 33, 37).

Scholars have also examined specific memes that contain dark humor elements and 

which may have political implications, concluding that internet users create and spread dark 

humor memes in order to express their different opinions about historical tragedies as well as 

health, political, and economic issues that they may personally face. Laineste and Voolaid find 

that the 2015 refugee crisis represents a popular topic for memes in Estonia (36). Rintel analyzes 

memes covering several topics like bin Laden’s assassination and US debt crisis reactions, 

exploitables, memes in which a person or anthropomorphic figure is layered on top of an image, 

(“Exploitables;” Rintel 259-63). He argues that they are used for “ghoulish humour” like 

Disaster Girl, who smiles in front of a fire or Strutting Leo walking beside JFK before his 
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assassination, while rage comics express anxiety because of a disaster like riots (259-63). He also 

states that crisis memes are valuable because they allow people to have a public voice w/respect 

to disasters etc (266). 

According to several scholars, power dynamics between the internet users and the subject 

of the meme matter greatly in understanding the motivations behind the creation and spread of 

dark humor memes. Memes also indicate power hierarchies between people, namely between 

meme creators and the individuals or groups they target in memes. Ridanpää quotes Bergson and 

Feinberg’s classic superiority theory, where one thinks that she is superior to the joke’s target or 

topic and so laughs as a result, thus the laughter can be interpreted as “ignorant or hostile” (12-

13). Ridanpää finds that humor can be used to Other people who live under a crisis or as healing 

tools used to make sense of a crisis (13). Crisis events and humor generated based on them 

belong to one specific scale, or spatial boundaries but may also transcend that scale, as these 

humor products “represent sociopolitical impacts” that manifest in different scales”(13). He talks 

about five different scales and specific real-life tragedies and issues that serve as subject matters 

for jokes and memes: “1. Body sexist jokes 2. Local school shootings 3. Regional Sami people as 

an othered ethnic community 4. National 9/11 terrorist attacks [and] 5. Global Mohammed 

cartoon controversy” (2). 

Sebba-Elran and Milo write about the memes spawned from the 2014 Military Conflict in 

Gaza, stating that memes created and spread by different Israeli groups express “anxiety, 

chauvinism, aggression, and racism” (207). Dobson and Knezevic conducted a discourse analysis 

of memes criticizing poor people and welfare benefits recipients, concluding that memes that 

make fun of and “bash” impoverished groups perpetuate “social prejudices,” indicating how 

social media can be used for malignant purposes such as asserting power over a marginalized 
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group (777, 791). Meme creators and spreaders present themselves as victims of the social 

welfare system that benefits the poor, which leads to erroneous assumptions about poverty as an 

individual problem, such as laziness, but ignores the macro-scale quality of the issue (777, 791).

Marcus and Singer analyze Ebola-chan, the anthropomorphic representation of the Ebola 

epidemic who is shown to be a cute, friendly anime-style girl (341). Ebola-chan represents a 

social response to a lethal epidemic in the digital age” as a symbol carrying a variation of 

meanings catering to a variety of target audiences (341). The two scholars emphasize that 

“understanding how the Internet and accessible mobile technology have come to influence 

expressions of humor, mourning, solidarity, fear, and aggression is integral for thinking about the 

braided meanings of Ebola-chan” (343). The Internet has no limitations with regards to time and 

space which affect the manifestations of such humorous responses to dark subjects, like deadly 

diseases (343). Moreover, Marcus and Singer ask: “why do we want to give a virus a human 

face?”; they respond by using Baudrillard’s simulacrum concept, stating that Ebola-chan is a 

simulacrum (a copy or reflection of something that does not actually exist) of something that will 

not be realized, that is, the happiness to be brought on by an epidemic (346-47). Ebola-chan also 

contains several “performance meanings” such as being the target whom “fans [...] may feel they 

have a power over” (350).

Two other scholarly sources examine death memes. Phillips & Milner talk about how RIP 

trolls can be interpreted as death memes (38). These trolls posted humorous, but insensitive 

comments and photos in Facebook memorial pages for recently-deceased people (38). Phillips & 

Milner argue that “grief tourists,” or strangers to the dead person who go to these memorial 

pages were the people mainly trolled (38). Additionally, Burgess et al. quote the scholar Terzis 

who writes that public mourning centering on celebrity deaths has become a phenomenon online: 
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“grief becomes a meme in a literal sense” (232). They also contend that content and public 

discourse that emerges from celebrity deaths demonstrate a “networked spread of affect” (232).

This section connects to the previous dark humor section, but is more about interpreting 

memes as explicitly political expressions about different issues and do not necessarily have to 

contain dark humor. Authors write that a positive feature of memes is that they give people a 

voice, even anonymously, to express their concerns about anything, but especially politics, thus 

making memes strong communication mediums for political participation, even in the absence of 

on-the-ground political participations, like joining marches or protests on the street. Although 

memes provide a new space in the digital realm for political expressions, Rintel warns about 

censorship legislations based on copyright issues that discourage critique of different individuals 

or groups and emphasizes the importance of memes and crisis memes as manifestations of 

freedom of expression (267-68).

Shifman argues that mundane practices now come under political participation, with 

political meme creation and spreading counting as an example (120). She defines Internet 

political memes as “memes as forms of persuasion or political advocacy [...] grassroots action 

[...] [and] modes of expression and public discussion,” like the 2011 Occupy Wall Street 

movement (122-23, 129). She also explains that “memes [can act] as democratic subversion”, 

like in the case that  China’s censorship laws and heavy content policing led to memetic 

expressions that criticize such oppression (144-49). Milner too sees memes as expressions of 

“polyvocal public participation [...] [in which] many voices can connect and converse” on a 

macro level, but also as site for antagonism, political commentary and protest (111-12, 151). 

However, he points out that memes can also be appropriated by the very institutions that they 

criticize through their own participation in meme culture (190-91). The culture industries and 
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other institutions can adapt to the memetic landscape, but tensions are higher in the memetic 

landscape as the normative media audiences are no longer passive consumers (190-91). 

Other scholars also demonstrate the resistance to a movement or power that meme 

creators and spreaders express through memes, as well as the importance of anonymity in certain 

contexts. Sebba-Elran and Milo find memes as speedy, easy narrative transportation and in their 

case study, perhaps as critical of Israel and that memes comment on contested territory and 

“cultural struggle over ‘locality’ [...] [and] the right to practice daily routines” and show how 

humor can be used as alternative propaganda (208, 216).  These memes’ anonymous spread also 

highlights the convenience of using this new medium because of the easy way to spread content 

and the relative freedom granted to users due to the anonymity, the freedom which Davison also 

highlights (224). 

In tackling the question of attribution, Davison cites Foucault’s essay “what is an 

author?” and the importance of such a role asking why authorship or attribution may not be as 

present in memes (130, 132). He says that anonymity gives way to the “generative 

network”(130, 132). This network generates or deploys political participation that may not 

materialize if anonymity was not involved. On the other hand, Marcus and Singer also see the 

politics behind Ebola-chan, saying that she can be symbolic of a “social rebellion” in the time of 

what Beck and Giddens call a risk society, “a trend in thinking about a modernity characterized 

by a growing sense of the pervasiveness of terror, epidemics, crime, and environmental crisis 

[where danger] is everywhere [and] risk [...] is increasingly manufactured for economic and 

political ends” (351).

Similar to the social rebellion of Ebola-Chan, the 2012 diaosi meme, in which Chinese 

youth call themselves losers, also counts as a form of political resistance, but this time to societal 
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expectations. Szablewicz argues that the meme symbolizes the youth’s economic 

“disillusionment” and that the meme is possibly “an emergent form of affective identification” 

(259). She takes into account “political contestation” and “politics of desire”, which, applied to 

China’s youth, regards the issue of “socio-economic mobility” and how that is expressed online 

even in the absence of tangible political activity, as analyzed by other authors I have previously 

mentioned (262). She asserts that the meme may be an example of a “counter-public,” which 

Fraser defines as a space of discourse for “subordinated social groups” where they can create 

“counter-discourses”(270). Speaking of subordinated social groups, Yoon, based on analysis of 

memes about race, finds that most “meme creators and commenters misunderstand not only the 

meaning of racism and racial issues, but also the detrimental impact of systematic racism”, with 

some memes critiquing racism, some othering minorities, and some expressing “denial of 

racism” (92, 108-109, 112, 117).

Memes with political themes, as well as other memes in general evidence online social 

connection and engagement. Memes can only be classified as such if there is more than one 

person involved in the the creation, consumption, dissemination, and transformation of the 

digital item defined by Shifman (41). She contends that what has developed is a “participatory 

culture” in a time a time “driven by hypermemetic logic,” wherein major happenings around the 

world get turned into memes (4). She elaborates on the digital features that take part in meme 

culture, which then contribute to a larger digital culture, saying that memes are about a “shared 

social phenomenon” as spreading memes online has become an important activity (18-30).

She then explains the elements included in the memetic participatory culture, like meme 

availability across spaces (public or private), and the use of internet memes to show the 

uploader’s “performative self”(18-30). She then asks: why participate in such an activity? One, 
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for the “attention economy” or attention that memes bring to a meme creator, transformer, or 

spreader; two, “network individualism,” in which people can show their individual qualities 

while maintaining connection with each other; and three, for “cultural and aesthetic logics of 

participation” in which memes go beyond the limits of Internet culture, but draw from other 

spaces, such as music, social events etc (32-34).

The Internet, with its global reach, makes social connection and engagement through 

memes occur internationally, which could mean that memes are central to the process of 

globalization as it happens online. Several authors assert that memes carry and spread popular 

culture because they connect people across different cultures and geographical areas. Shifman 

argues that memes act as “agents of globalization”, but still involves appropriation by specific 

cultures and participation, thus cannot be a “one-way process of cultural homogenization”; 

memes also take part in “user-generated globalization” (151, 155). Laineste and Voolaid say that 

English as Internet’s lingua franca furthers globalization, with many memes containing English 

text that is then disseminated to other areas where English is not the national language (27-28). 

However, Rintel says that memes could be symptomatic of digital imperialism, but the border-

crossing, or local cultural appropriation, should still be taken into account (267).

Globalization through memes entails the use of different textual references in order to 

spread specific cultural content internationally. Memes are always intertextual in nature because 

they consist of combined elements of different texts, whether it be an image text and written text, 

an image text and several written texts, several image texts, and several written texts mixed 

together. Academics who have written on memes note the importance of meme intertextuality 

and how they influence understanding of a meme’s meaning, the resulting exclusivity of a meme 

or meme genre, in which understanding of a meme allows a person to be part of the exclusive 
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club consisting of people who understand the inside joke the meme expresses, and the 

appropriation of a meme wherein its meaning changes when transferred to another context 

(Shifman 2). For example, Laineste and Voolaid point out the “target culture” to describe memes 

adapted by Estonians from Russian memes (28). Estonians transform the original memes by 

using intertextuality to cater to the target culture. These sources add to the knowledge about 

memes’ transformation process and their feature that enables their widespread resonance for 

different people.

Appreciating the intertextual references within memes require that the viewer be literate 

in the kind of humor present in a meme genre.  Meme scholars find that in order to be part of the 

exclusive discourse of specific memes or meme genres, one has to be literate in the meme 

language. Shifman asserts that meme genres play an important role in the construction of group 

identity and social boundaries [and] involve different levels of [meme] literacy” (Shifman 99-

100). This means that one has to understand the multi-layered intertextuality that memes contain 

in them. Otherwise, one misses the punch-line.  Similarly, on the memetic lingua franca, Milner 

says that proficiency is required in order to participate and that “vernacular creativity” is a key 

part of participating (The World Made Meme 109). Laineste and Voolaid concludes from their 

study that the fame of a meme depends on how understandable are the meme modifications are 

to an audience (43-45). 

In Miltner’s study of LOLCat memes, cat memes basically, she finds that in participatory 

culture, everyone can voice out, but few are selected to be heard, with power dynamics existing, 

as shown by the case study on the lolcat meme, in which appropriate memeing techniques 

influence the acceptability of a meme in a certain LOLCat community, like MemeGeeks (6, 14). 

Furthermore, she says that the LOLCats inside jokes make for an exclusive club, like the unique 
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linguistic form employed, intertextual references used for expressing emotions, reactions  (7-10). 

Finally, she concludes that the LOLCat memes are for meme poster and audience amusement 

and that they lose value once it enters the mainstream, according to users (12).

Since scholarship on internet memes is new and few, there are many gaps to fill in the 

literature. As my literature review shows, only a few sources tackle the subject of death memes. 

Thus, my contribution to the scholarship involves a more detailed study on death memes, 

specifically on suicide memes. 
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Chapter 3: Theoretical Framework

In this chapter, I relay the theoretical framework underpinning this research project. 

Firstly, I explain the concepts “queer” and “heteronormativity” before elaborating on queer 

theory, specifically the anti-futurity queer theory. Secondly, I describe affect theory, which I use 

along with anti-futurity queer theory to analyze suicide memes in the next chapter. Thirdly, I 

elaborate on the theoretical concepts produser, public, and counterpublic, concepts that I use to 

analyze the people involved with suicide memes in another chapter.

“Queer” alludes to a concept that evades heteronormative definition, applied specifically 

to the conceptions of gender and sexuality: “the open mesh of possibilities, gaps, overlaps, 

dissonances and resonances, lapses and excesses of meaning when the constituents elements of 

anyone’s gender [or] sexuality aren’t made (or can’t be made) to signify monolithically” 

(Sedgwick 8). Because it eludes any stable definition, it paradoxically captures a variety of 

meanings, meanings outside the heteronormative constructs (8). It can refer to a variety of things, 

can apply to concepts beyond gender and sexuality, and refuses any set definition (8). It refers to 

the consequences and potentialities of being different, of being an outsider in relation to 

heteronormative constructs: “A word so fraught as “queer” is—fraught with so many social and 

personal histories of exclusion, violence, defiance, excitement” (9). In eluding a concise 

definition, the “queer” disturbs constancy by flowing constantly: “Queer is a continuing moment, 

movement, motive--recurrent, eddying, troublant. The word “queer” itself means across” (viii). 

The queer functions in opposition to heteronormativity: “heteronormativity denotes the 

informal and institutionalized forms of power that establish heterosexuality as the only legitimate 

form of sexual being” (Klesse). It always relates to what is deemed “normal” or “natural,” in 

society, such as the sexual relations between a man and a woman (Klesse). However, 
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heteronormativity has to do with more than just gender and sexuality. Its power affects many 

aspects of culture and society, “including moral orientations, cultural values, social or 

institutional practices, interpersonal interaction, state policies and legislations, modes of 

citizenship, economic formations”  (Klesse). Its pervasive presence extends to many spaces, 

causing the suffering of the queer on multiple levels in different spaces.

Queer theory is a critical analysis approach used by scholars to theorize queerness (the 

quality of being queer) itself and apply it to different texts in a process called “queering” (Yep). 

It is a theory that is concerned with how norms and their institutional and cultural manifestations 

alienate and exert power over queer, as in non-heteronormative, values and people (Yep). For 

example, it tackles futurity, “the quality, state, or fact of being future,” specifically 

heteronormative futurity ("futurity, n").

Anti-futurity (anti-heteronormative future) refers to a negative approach to the 

heteronormative conceptions of the future that is a rejection to the heteronormative order’s 

version of the future that the queer theorist Ruti describes as the anti-future queer theorist 

Edelman’s targets for his stance (Ruti 7).  He targets the capitalist economic system that favors 

certain people, ethical standards that ostracize the queer, and the cultural expectation that expects 

the highest productivity from all people (7). He also targets the heteronormative idea of what it 

means to be an accomplished person who has reached their highest potential (Ruti 7).  He then 

criticizes the reproduction of a heteronormative future that starts with mainly the reproduction of 

children (Ruti 7). In other words, he targets the ideas of heteronormative progress and innovation 

(Ruti 7). The heteronormative idea of the future has a status quo that it maintains through 

heteronormative reproduction, thus harming those who go against the status quo (Ruti 1, 7). 

Those who cannot or do not even want to meet the standards set by the heteronormative social 
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order suffer (7). For example, the society that encourages procreation frowns upon the adult who 

does not partake in the reproduction of children.

Edelman critiques a specific type of the pro-futurity that he calls reproductive futurism 

(or reproductive futurity) and defines as the pervading politics that is pro-reproduction of the 

heteronormative social order (whatever that entails) (No Future 2-3). He gives importance to the 

Child as the Child is what is produced by heteronormative relations, relations that are always 

about reproduction (2-3, 19). The heteronormative social order only cares about the image of the 

Child because of how it symbolizes a heteronormative, progressive future (2-3, 19). 

He argues for a queer theory in which queerness is situated outside the dominant politics 

of reproductive futurism (Edelman 2-4). He claims that queerness as anti-future should be 

embraced as an act of resistance, an oppositional politics that engages the persisting social order: 

“queerness attains its ethical value [by] accepting its figural status as resistance to the viability of 

the social” (3-4). At the same time, the queer (individual) cannot separate herself from the social 

structure that she is resisting (3). The social structure, namely the heteronormative social order, 

always intertwines with the queer and queer resistance, neither side unable to isolate itself from 

the other (3). Because having children serves as Edelman’s target for critique of reproductive 

futurism, Edelman clarifies that he does not assume “that queers [...] are not themselves also 

psychically invested in [...] reproductive futurism” as there are many queer parents and other 

queer people who want to have children (17). Here he focuses on queerness as sexuality and 

gender identity. 

Another theory that this research project relies on is affect theory. I use this theory in 

order to understand the potential feelings and emotional impact involved within suicide memes. 

Affect is one significant force that causes matter, physical or virtual, to move:
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“Affect […] is the name we give to those forces—visceral forces beneath, 

alongside, or generally other than conscious knowing, vital forces insisting 

beyond emotion—that can serve to drive us toward movement[…] thought and 

extension [...] [It] marks a body’s belonging to a world of encounters[…] but also 

in non-belonging [...] [It acts] as potential: a body’s capacity to affect and be 

affected” (Gregg and Seigworth 1-2).

Affect differs from emotion in that emotion indicates a contained concept that evidences a 

finality. For example, sadness counts as one emotion that evidences a finality, a final feeling of 

being sad. Affect goes beyond the contained object of being sad, revealing an orientation in a 

relational space, physical or otherwise, where matter, such as people, negotiate their position in, 

where they stand to affect or be affected. It can be encapsulated as emotion, but delves more into 

the “capacity to affect and be affected”, to bring about emotion as a final outcome (1-2). In 

orienting themselves in one such “world of encounters,” matter, again going with the people 

example, find themselves either belonging or not belonging, both orientations leading to relations 

and negotiations equally impactful (1-2). 

Furthermore, I use Bruns’s “produser” theoretical concept to explain the individuals who 

take part in the suicide meme discourse (23). Bruns conceptualizes the term “produser” in order 

to envision an individual who simultaneously produces and uses or consumes content: 

“Productive users, or produsers, engaged in the act of produsage”: “active users” who participate 

in both the usage and creation of content in a social network (23). For example, an individual 

who contributes and reads entries on Wikipedia counts as a produser (137). Bruns expands upon 

produsage, the activity that produsers do: “[it is] where knowledge remains always in the process 

of development, and where information remains always unfinished, extensible, and evolving” 
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(6). The concepts of produsage and internet meme align with each other because they both speak 

of user and creator behavior, and the generated and circulated content as if these things are 

viruses that evolve and spread for an indeterminate time and in an indeterminate form. 

Bruns then explains the four key principles of produsage: the first being “open 

participation, communal evaluation” (24-25). Produsers evaluate each others’ contributed 

content, with this evaluation “act[ing] as a driver for a continuing process of socialization of 

participants into the community ethos,” where participants will learn the content variations they 

can contribute and “the quality and quantity of input required of them” to maintain their standing 

as community members (24-25). The second principle is “fluid heterarchy, ad hoc meritocracy,” 

which describes the absence of concrete leadership and how “leadership is determined through 

the continuous communal evaluation of participants and their ideas, and through the degree of 

community merit a member earns” (26). Leadership evolves just like produser content and does 

not carry much weight nor impact in the produsage process resembling the way that community 

rankings work; that is, rankings evolve. 

The third principle, “unfinished artefacts, continuing process,” emphasizes the evolving 

nature of produser content, content that Bruns calls “artefacts” instead of “products” because of 

the continuous evolution and evaluation of the generated content (27-28). The evolution and 

evaluation then gives way to the creation/recreation of these products. The fourth principle, 

“common property, individual rewards,” has to do with the accessibility and ownership of 

produser creations: “content created [...] will continue to be available to all future [as well as past 

and present] participants” (28). Rewards, like “social capital within and—in some 

cases—beyond the community,” refer to gains earned through produser activity (29). 
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Finally, I use queer theorist Warner’s  “public” theoretical concept to explain the group 

of produsers involved in the suicide meme discourse (50, 55). I specifically apply his 

“counterpublic” concept, which I explain in the next section. But in order to understand what a 

“counterpublic” is, I elaborate first on the features of a “public.”  Warner theorizes his own 

modern definition of a “public,” which refers to a group of people connected by the very 

discourse that it tackles (50, 55). The discourse defines the discussion and engagement of 

individuals based on a specific topic or interrelated topics (50, 55). The discourse centers on a 

specific text, a written, spoken, or visualized piece: “The difference shows us that the idea of a 

public, unlike a concrete audience or the public of any polity, is text-based” (51). He elaborates 

on the public’s key features, the first having to do with the public’s formation: “ A public is self-

organized. A public is a space of discourse organized by nothing other than discourse itself. [...] 

It exists by virtue of being addressed” (50). Unlike a community that requires people or leaders 

to consciously create the group relations, a public rises from the discourse without people or 

leaders mobilizing a cohesive group (50). 

Another key feature of the public is that it consists of individuals that may know each 

other personally, but more than that, the public mainly consists of strangers: “A public is always 

in excess of its known social basis [...] It must include strangers. [...] A public is a relation 

among strangers” (55). The emphasis on strangers constitutes another difference between a 

public and a community because even though a community may have members who are 

strangers to each other, like in certain internet communities, a community behaves in a way that 

reduces or attempts to reduce the strangerhood between the members. On the other hand, a 

public’s existence relies on the discourse and relations between strangers that maintain their 

strangerhood (55). The public’s grouping is oriented toward a text, an impersonal object that 
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links people not necessarily and mostly likely not acquainted with each other: “in modern forms 

strangerhood is the necessary medium of commonality. The modern social imaginary does not 

make sense without strangers” (57). The public values the relations only made possible through 

the discursive interactions between strangers (57). 

Two other core features of the public has to do with attention and the public’s discourse. 

In his version of the public, simply taking part in the discourse and being attentive to it, makes 

one a member of the public: “A public is constituted through mere attention. [...] Attention is the 

principal sorting category by which members and nonmembers are discriminated. If you are 

reading this, or hearing it or seeing it or present for it, you are part of this public” (60-61). A 

public forms through the interconnectedness and interactions of and between the discourse’s 

texts: “ A public is the social space created by the reflexive circulation of discourse. [...] since a 

public is understood to be an ongoing space of encounter for discourse” (62). 

The final core feature of the public has to do with the circulation of the texts in the 

public’s discourse. This circulation evidences the public’s activity, with the generation and 

circulation continuing for an undetermined amount of time: “Publics act historically according 

to the temporality of their circulation [...] [they] have an ongoing life: one doesn't publish to 

them once and for all [...] It's the way texts circulate, and become the basis for further 

representations, that convinces us that publics have activity and duration” (68). Thus, they are 

future-oriented, progressive, reproductive. These features of publics make them heteronormative, 

and so a queer version of publics must be conceptualized as well. 

Warner calls a version of the public that is atypical a counterpublic: “Other publics mark 

themselves off unmistakably from any general or dominant public. Their members are [...] 

constituted through a conflictual relation to the dominant public” (83-84). A counterpublic has 
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three central elements, the first being its “relation to the dominant public” (83-84). What 

separates a counterpublic from a public is that it knows its lower status compared to a 

presumably dominant public and constructs its power structure accordingly: “A counterpublic 

maintains at some level, conscious or not, an awareness of its subordinate status” (86). Having 

this awareness potentially helps a counterpublic assert its own identity and political stance in 

relation to the dominant public (86).

The final two elements of a counterpublic are its members and the content of its 

discourse. A counterpublic represents a specialized type of Warner’s public that is more specific 

in membership and discursive content, with its members still consisting predominantly of 

strangers (86). Warner says that a counterpublic is different from a bounded community because 

it is made up of strangers, not people familiar with each other (86).“Counterpublic discourse [...] 

addresses those strangers” that are singled out by society for taking part in such a discourse (86). 

“Ordinary people” most likely do not want to be associated with counterpublic discourse (86). 

Speaking of the discourse, its content lies at the core of a counterpublic “is not merely [...] 

different or alternative,” but would be seen as unacceptable “in other contexts,” such as 

according to heteronormative ethical standards, and thus treated with antagonism (86). 

The purpose of this chapter is to list and define the theories and theoretical concepts that I  

use to analyze the main components of this research project. I apply Edelman’s anti-futurity 

theory, as well as affect theory to suicide memes. I then apply the produser and counterpublic 

theoretical concepts to investigate the people behind these memes. 
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Chapter 4: Critical Discourse Analysis of Suicide Memes 

In this chapter, I answer the first research question: what are suicide memes expressing? I 

argue that they are expressing anti-future sentiments by the plan or act of killing the person 

within the memes, whether that person be visualized or mentioned in the suicide meme. To 

answer the research question and illustrate my argument, I analyze four specific suicide meme 

categories using the Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) method that I explain in the 

methodology section of the introduction chapter, in addition to looking at suicide memes’ affect 

(Wodak 3; Gregg and Seigworth 1-2). I chose the four suicide meme categories of meta, 

romantic and sexual, no future, and suicidal child as case studies for my analysis. I define these 

categories here and in the introduction chapter’s methodology section. Simply put, these 

categories of memes, along with the assisted or non-assisted suicide element present in most of 

them, most clearly illustrate how suicide memes are killing a heteronormative future through 

depictions of virtual suicide. 

Suicide Meme Case Studies

1. Meta Suicide Memes

 

Figure 2: “When I want to” meme (cripplingdepresssion “When I want to”)    
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Figure 3: “The day we finally run” meme (u/ddingomn “The day we finally run”)
Figure 4: “Just cheer up” meme (u/ddingomn “Just cheer up”)

Meta suicide memes are suicide memes that refer to themselves. The first meme (Figure 

2) is a variation of the “What people think I do/What I really do” meme that demonstrates how 

different people, including the referent himself, think about the suicidal referent ("What People 

Think I Do / What I Really Do;" Cripplingdepresssion “When I want to”). It depicts various 

suicide methods that the referent may use, but ends with the plot twisty punchline in which he is 

shown to just look at memes when he is suicidal. Despite the fact that it is unclear what kind of 

meme the suicidal referent is calling “funny,” suicidal or otherwise, what is important to note is 

how the meme (Figure 2) in the “what I really do” panel counts as one of the suicide methods 

among the most common ones in the other panels (Cripplingdepresssion “When I want to”). 

The second meme (Figure 3) is a variation of the “Nut Button” meme that shows 

someone choosing a course of action seriously and aggressively (“Nut Button;” (u/ddingomn 

“The day we finally run”). It illustrates how the consumers and presumably other produsers 

(analysis of whom are in the next chapter) of suicide memes will actually hang themselves when 

or if suicide memes are no longer produced or circulated. The use of the word “we” indicates that 

more than one person presumably feels the same way as others. Meme posters may assume that 

other people relate to their issues.

The third meme (Figure 4) is a variation of the “Expanding Brain” meme, a meme that 

depicts in successive panels a brain that expands in thinking as the thoughts ironically become 

more ridiculous (“Expanding Brain”; u/ddingomn “Just cheer up”). It shows that instead of the 

brain expanding through revelations or more advanced knowledge, it expands in a backwards 

way, through the revelations of primitive, unprogressive knowledge (“Expanding Brain”). The 

suicide meme variation here (Figure 4) depicts how someone, perhaps the miserable and 
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presumably suicidal referent herself or someone who is talking to her, gives suggestions to the 

referent on how she should deal with her misery, beginning with the incredibly misinformed and 

unironically dumb suggestion of “just cheer up,” as if miserable feelings can be turned on and off 

on command (u/ddingomn “Just cheer up”). 

The suggestions get progressively dangerous and violent, with the second frame (Figure 

4) suggesting alcoholism and the third suicide, before ending with the plot twisty punchline that 

shows perhaps what could be the most progressively dangerous and violent method of them all, 

“mak[ing] suicide memes” (u/ddingomn “Just cheer up”). Because this meme format puts the 

most ironically ridiculous captions on the last frame (Figure 4) where the brain expands the most, 

the caption on making suicide memes is meant to be an ironic way of dealing with misery  

(“Expanding Brain”; u/ddingomn “Just cheer up”). This meme (Figure 4) itself is a suicide meme 

referencing suicide memes in general, in an act of meme creation that expands the brain itself 

with its multi-layered self-referentiality (u/ddingomn “Just cheer up”).

2. Romantic & Sexual Suicide Memes

Figure 5: “Sexual preference” meme (cripplingdepresssion “Sexual preference”)
Figure 6: “If u will kill yourself” meme (u/edgymemer_datboi)
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Figure 7: “Her: what that mouf do?” meme (justnihiling “Her: what that mouf do?”)
Figure 8: “Your future sex robot” meme (autistic-memes “Your future sex robot”)

These memes are suicide memes whose subject matter include romantic relations, sexual 

relations, flirtations, and Valentine’s Day related scenarios. Figure 5 depicts a meme in which an 

unseen referent declares her sexual preference to be death instead of anyone from the two 

genders listed in the meme (cripplingdepresssion “Sexual preference”). It shows that instead of 

pursuing a romantic and/or sexual relationship with a girl or a boy, the referent simply wants to 

die.

Figure 6 depicts a variation of the Roll Safe meme, a meme template containing a man 

pointing at his temple as if to signal that something sensible has been said (“Roll Safe;” 

(u/edgymemer_datboi). However, captions for the Roll Safe meme indicate irony, that something 

indicating “poor decision making and failures in critical thinking” has been said (“Roll Safe”). 

Figure 6 shows one such “poor decision making” statement, as the speaker addresses a referent 

to say that the referent will probably receive flowers on Valentine’s Day if she kills herself the 

day before, as if she would not receive flowers if she does not kill herself (u/edgymemer_datboi). 

The statement indicates that the referent is someone who may want to participate in the activities 
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of Valentine’s Day, such as in receiving flowers, but most likely cannot and so would go to great 

measures just to get flowers. She may be unpopular by social standards and is desperate.

Figure 7 exhibits a meme in which a woman flirts or dirty talks to the referent, implying a 

desire for oral sex (justnihiling “Her: what that mouf do?”). However, the referent replies in a 

macabre fashion, by demonstrating what his (referent’s gender could be any, but based on the 

image, it is male) mouth is capable of doing, which is to fit a pistol in it, in a gesture of blowing 

his head off. Figure 8 shows a meme that combines a news article headline and a tweet response 

to said headline (autistic-memes “Your future sex robot”). The twitter user responds to the news 

that the future’s sex robot can kill its user if hacked by saying that she loves a good purchasing 

deal where she would get sexual pleasure and pleasure of death through buying or renting one 

item, the sex robot . The sex robot user’s death can be considered murder if someone does hack 

the robot and command it to kill the user, but if the user actually wants to die, like in this meme 

(Figure 8), then the killing would be considered assisted suicide (autistic-memes “Your future 

sex robot”).         

3. “No Future” Suicide Memes

Figure 9: “You have $3” meme (u/mjau1234)
Figure 10: “I hate when people ask” meme (trina2001)
Figure 11: “When they say your future” meme (u/sociopathoverlord)
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Figure 12: “What if your parents aborted you?” meme (u/KushlungsMcBone)
Figure 13: “Who Would Win?” meme (u/The_Sgro)

“No Future” memes are suicide memes that directly address the concept of the future, the 

heteronormative future where reproduction and maintenance of the status quo, children, progress, 

and innovation are important. They show the referent or the subject depicted in the memes as 

going against the  status quo or the idea of a reproductive future. In Figure 9, the meme indicates 

that the referent only has $3 dollars to “build [her] life,” to build a heteronormative future where 

progress and success is based on having a “good education, perfect partner, talents, good social 

life, [and a] high paying job” (u/mjau1234). However, those items of progress and success cost 

more than $3 and the only affordable items are a chair and rope that can be used for committing 

suicide. The meme (Figure 9) simplifies the struggles and costs involved in building a 

reproductive future by assigning exorbitant costs to such items as talents in relation to what the 

presumably young person can actually afford to “purchase” or accumulate in life (u/mjau1234). 

The most convenient and only affordable purchases are the chair and rope, items that symbolize 

the quick escape that the young person, the referent, would choose instead of suffering from a 

non-reproductive future. 
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Some no future memes differ from the Figure 9 meme with how they exhibit an 

unexpected response to a statement or question (u/mjau1234). For example, Figure 10 shows a 

meme wherein the referent expresses her annoyance at people asking her about her activities in 

five years (trina2001). She expresses her annoyance and she assures them that she will not be 

alive in five years, indicating enthusiastically how, for whatever reason, she will not have a 

future beyond those five years, possibly killing herself in this time frame. Figure 11 depicts a 

meme similar to the Figure 10 meme, where a referent enthusiastically and sarcastically 

expresses how her future is bright only because it involves suicide, indicating how she has no 

future beyond the bright noose in the meme (u/sociopathoverlord; trina2001). Figure 12 exhibits 

a meme in which the referent, a millenial, wishes that she was not born at all, that her parents 

should have aborted her, implying that she prefers not to have a future (u/KushlungsMcBone). 

Figure 13 displays a variation of the “Who Would Win?” meme, the meme that shows a 

“hypothetical battle [...] between two opposing subjects,” usually with one of the subjects clearly 

more likely to win than the other, but still implied to ironically lose to the seemingly inferior 

subject ("Who Would Win?”; u/The_Sgro). In the case of Figure 13, the superior subject is the 

human who has evolved over many years to survive different conditions and is now living in “the 

most prosperous era,” presumably because of the human progress and innovations that exist in 

the present and the inferior subject is the noose (u/The_Sgro). Taking into account the ironic 

format of the “Who Would Win?” meme, this particular version (Figure 13) implies that a simple 

knot would defeat the evolved human, cutting off her life and potential future in “the most 

prosperous era” (u/The_Sgro). And since the era most likely refers to the present era, the noose 

does not imply an ancient method of execution nor lynching, but a suicide method.     
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4. Suicidal Child Memes

Figure 14: “The floor is lava” meme (cripplingdepresssion “The floor is lava”)
Figure 15: “When you miss a school day” meme (cripplingdepresssion “When you miss a school 
day”)
Figure 16: “How would you like” meme  (u/ddingomn “How would you like”)

Suicidal child memes are suicide memes that depict an image of a child, who I estimate 

to be 3-12 years old, who expresses a desire to die by her own hand or another person’s help. 

Figure 14 exhibits a meme that references the childhood “the floor is lava,” in which children try 

to avoid touching the ground because they pretend that it is composed of lava, a substance that 

would “kill” the game player (cripplingdepresssion “The floor is lava”). The meme (Figure 14) 

adopts this game and turns it into a suicidal expression wherein the child willingly lies on the 

floor as if to allow the lava to consume him. Figure 15 shows a meme in which the unseen child 

(or could also be read as a teenager because of the school reference), the referent, expresses 

grave disappointment in missing the shooting at her school, potentially because she missed her 

chance to be killed in said shooting (cripplingdepresssion “When you miss a school day”). 

Figure 16 exhibits a meme in which a child tells the barber that her preferred cut is not a hair cut, 
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but a cut through her wrists, indicating her desire for an assisted suicide using the cliche method 

of slicing through one’s own wrists (u/ddingomn “How would you like”).        

Suicide Memes Analysis

1. Queerness of Suicide Memes

How are suicide memes queer? As I explain in the theory chapter, expressing anti-futurity 

means expressing a queer stance against the heteronormative future (Sedgwick viii, 8; Ruti 7). 

By expressing anti-futurity through the plan or act of killing a potentially reproductive member 

of a society, suicide memes demonstrate their queerness (Ruti 7). The four suicide meme 

categories that I elaborate upon in the previous section indicate this queerness, especially with 

their humorous and nonchalant treatment of violence and death. This is not to say that queerness 

equates to violence, but that it has a potential to destabilize normativity (Sedgwick viii, 9; 

Klesse; Yep). 

Firstly, the meta suicide meme showing the suicide button (Figure 3) denotes movement 

“across” appropriate to potentially offensive humor and precarity of the existence of suicide 

memes and of the referents, whether that be the real-life Internet user or the referent inside the 

meme (Sedgwick viii; u/ddingomn “The day we finally run”). Secondly, the valentine’s day 

suicide meme (Figure 6) disturbs the heteronormative way of getting flowers by imbuing the 

holiday with violence that leads to receiving flowers for a new reason, which is one’s death 

(u/edgymemer_datboi). This particular meme (Figure 6) demonstrates the potential for a suicide 

meme to be “troublant,” or disturbing of the heteronormative (Sedgwick viii; 

(u/edgymemer_datboi). Thirdly, the five years meme (Figure 10) shows the queer “excitement” 

or enthusiasm in not being alive in the future, an emotion that would not usually be associated 

with someone’s impending death (Sedgwick 9; trina2001). Finally, the floor is lava meme 
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(Figure 14) queers the children’s game by turning it into an opportunity for suicide and 

disregarding children’s symbolic value of “being the future,” again showing how queerness is 

about moving “across” (Sedgwick viii; cripplingdepresssion “The floor is lava”).

2. Suicide Memes Against Reproductive Futurism

In this section, I answer the questions: How do suicide memes particularly demonstrate 

anti-futurity? What is being killed about the heteronormative future through the depiction of 

virtual suicide in these memes? As I mention in the theory chapter, queer theorist Edelman 

critiques reproductive futurism (Ruti 7; Edelman 2-3). He theorizes and advocates for a queer 

future, a future that is “no future,” resistant, and destructive to heteronormativity (Edelman 3-4; 

Klesse). Again, I emphasize the point that I make in the introduction chapter, which is that I am 

not investigating the possible intents of suicide meme creators and consumers, whether that be to 

critique capitalism, etc. I am merely doing a queer reading of the discourse content within the 

suicide memes themselves. In this reading of the memes, I interpret them as expressing anti-

future sentiments by not adhering to the ideals of a heteronormative future. Suicide memes 

express anti-futurity by killing the heteronormative social order’s vision of the future filled with 

progress, innovation, and maintenance of that system (Ruti 1, 7; Edelman 3-4). Furthermore, 

they kill the symbol of reproductive futurism, the Child, as well as queer the very concept of 

suicide itself through assisted virtual suicide (Edelman 2-3). 

Suicide memes directly kill the potential progress, innovation, and maintenance of the 

heteronormative status quo, that is, making sure that reproduction of the ideals of the 

heteronormative social order continues into the future (Ruti 7; Edelman 2-3). By progress, I 

mean the improvements to existing technology, knowledge, cultural practices (like taking care of 

one’s health. And by innovation, I refer to new inventions, technological or otherwise, that 
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would add to the maintenance of the heteronormative social order (Ruti 7; Edelman 2-3). 

Because the referent inside the suicide meme plans to commit or actually commits suicide, 

assisted or not, heteronormative progress and innovation are halted and/or no longer possible 

from that one source, namely the suicidal referent. 

For example, the left-hand side of the who would win? suicide meme (Figure 13) refers 

to “evolution” and “the most prosperous era,” two phenomena that signal progress and 

innovation (u/The_Sgro). By potentially killing herself using the noose, the referent would not be 

able to appreciate or contribute to the “evolution” and “the most prosperous era” (u/The_Sgro). 

Not only is the referent to be killed, but also the future of further progress that would come from 

her. On the other hand, this meme can also be read as nihilist in nature. Nihilism refers to the 

“total rejection of prevailing religious beliefs, moral principles, laws, etc., often from a sense of 

despair and the belief that life is devoid of meaning” (“nihilism, n”). The unseen referent, due to 

her possible nihilistic beliefs, disregards the progressive achievements humankind has 

accomplished over many years, instead opting for a swift death that does not add to mankind’s 

progress. 

Despite the fact that suicide memes effectively kill heteronormative progress, and hence 

reproductive futurism, they cannot separate themselves from that very progress or futurism 

(Edelman 3). As I explain in the theory chapter, Edelman emphasizes that there is no separation 

between the queer and the social order that she is resisting (3). In the case of suicide memes, the 

very medium (internet) and social media platforms (Tumblr, Reddit, etc.) where memes are 

circulated and prodused represent the suicide memes target for resistance, which is 

heteronormative progress. This indicates an ironic relation between technological progress and 

suicide memes. Conversely, the heteronormative progress making these technologies possible 
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enable the resistance to itself by giving spaces for queer discourse to proliferate and circulate, 

which in this case is the suicide meme discourse. This discourse centers around a hyperfixation 

with death, a practice that reproductive futurism would frown upon because of its lack of 

contribution to heteronormative progress. 

While progress and innovation count as major components of reproductive futurism, the 

Child represents the most important component of reproductive futurism (Edelman 2-3, 19). 

Children will continue the maintenance of reproductive futurism and the heteronormative social 

order (2-3). Referents in suicide memes plan to or actually kill the Child in numerous ways, such 

as in targeting potential parents, depicting desire for abortion, and showing suicidal children. 

Parents do not appear as suicidal referents in any of the memes that I collected. By 

parents, I mean the people who provide the egg and sperm necessary for the production of the 

child, not the positions of being responsible for child-rearing. However, I read the referents in 

romantic and sexual suicide memes as potential partners and future parents who would produce 

children, the procreation of whom would serve reproductive futurism. By planning to or actually 

killing themselves, the referents in the memes who could be potential parents kill the prospect of 

procreating, at least from their part, because they choose to die and not have children. And the 

absence of children sabotages the perpetuation of reproductive futurism. 

There are other ways of producing children, such as in “hiring” a surrogate to carry the 

baby in her or in using sperm donation to impregnate oneself. However, for this analysis, I am 

only talking about the heteronormative way of producing children, that is, with two parents that 

are romantic and/or sexual partners. One example from the romantic and sexual suicide meme 

category, the Figure 5 meme, illustrates the killing of the potential to create children because of 
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how the referent expresses the desire for death instead of desire for a sexual, and possibly 

romantic, partner (cripplingdepresssion “Sexual preference”). 

When a child develops in a woman’s womb, the subject of procreation is not an issue 

anymore from the standpoint of reproductive futurism, as the issue now becomes the possibility 

of a miscarriage or abortion. Since suicide memes involve deliberate killing and death, abortion, 

not miscarriage, applies as a means of expressing anti-future sentiment. Of course, abortion does 

not count as a suicide method because a fetus would not even be able to contemplate suicide. 

Abortion’s manifestation in suicide memes alludes to not only the referent’s preference to die, 

but also the referent’s desire to not have been born in the first place, as is shown in the Figure 12 

suicide meme (u/KushlungsMcBone). No actual killing occurs within the meme, but referent’s 

desire for her own abortion still does not contribute positively to the ideals of reproductive 

futurism.

After the child has already been born, the subject of keeping the child alive becomes the 

issue for reproductive futurism. Suicidal child memes show child referents who express their 

wish or plan to commit suicide or the very act of suicide. The Child herself is to be or is already 

killed in these memes, which means the core component of reproductive futurism dies. Thus, her 

death prevents the continuation and maintenance of the heteronormative social order that favors 

reproduction and progress, at least from her part. For example, in the Figure 16 suicide meme, 

the child expresses her desire to commit suicide, specifically assisted suicide  (u/ddingomn “How 

would you like”). Her death would mean that the heteronormative social order loses not only the 

Child who functions as the symbol for reproductive futurism, giving people hope for the future 

and/or encouraging them to procreate, but also the adult that the Child could have been in the 
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future. This adult could have been productive, procreating and contributing to heteronormative 

progress.

In regards to the connection between the suicidal child referent and an older referent, 

most Tumblr and Reddit users, at least in the United States, are aged between late teens to 

twenties (Statista “Distribution of Reddit users;” Statista “Percentage of U.S.”). Hence, 

presumably most people behind suicide memes are in their late teens to twenties. This means that 

the people behind suicidal child memes are not children, which indicates that the produsers of 

these memes “queer” the Child by making her represent a presumably older referent and 

depicting her as a determined, suicidal person since birth or at a very young age (Sedgwick viii, 

8; Edelman 2-3). 

Indeed, the Child can express a desire for suicide, but probably not in the terms depicted 

in suicide memes, which express them in very specific ways that include creative and 

excessively violent suicide methods. Childhood activities, are also queered in these memes, like 

“the floor is lava” in the Figure 14 meme (cripplingdepresssion “The floor is lava;” Sedgwick 

viii, 8). This particular meme shows how someone turns childhood game into a violent suicide 

method. This someone is most likely not a child because such creativity would mean that the 

suicidal person has accumulated knowledge on suicide and applying dark humor to childhood 

activities.

Like lying down on a surface made of lava (Figure 14), many suicide methods in suicide 

memes illustrate how suicide methods are queered by the produsers (cripplingdepresssion “The 

floor is lava;” Sedgwick viii, 8). These produsers show other, unusual possible methods of self-

murder, disturbing the initial or main purpose of such activities, again like the floor is lava 

children’s game (Figure 14) (cripplingdepresssion “The floor is lava;” Sedgwick viii, 8). One of 
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the most significant queering of suicide methods comes in the form of assisted-suicide as it is 

depicted in suicide memes. Assisted-suicide in suicide memes differs from euthanasia because, 

although it may also be considered a form of mercy killing, it is violent in nature, the violence of 

which is desired by the suicidal referent. For example, in the Figure 15 meme, the child wishes 

regretfully that she was assisted in committing suicide by the school shooter in her school 

(cripplingdepresssion “When you miss a school day”). In this meme, not only is assisted-suicide 

queered but also the criminal, the school shooter, because this person would have been 

considered as a good person by the suicidal child.

But what is being killed through assisted-suicide in suicide memes? In terms of 

reproductive futurism, again the child who symbolizes the future would be killed or the adult 

who could potentially contribute to the progress and reproduction in her society (Edelman 2-3). 

Additionally, the people who could become involved in a suicidal person’s assisted suicide 

would disregard the heteronormative societal expectation or requirement that people should 

dissuade others from killing themselves if they do aid the suicidal person. Once more, progress is 

killed in the process because there would be lesser people who could contribute to reproductive 

futurism.     

3. Suicide Meme Affect 

How is affect manifested through suicide memes? Affect manifests in many different 

ways within suicide memes, but due to the limited length of this paper, I focus on what I believe 

to be the three most important areas of affect in suicide memes (Gregg and Seigworth 1-2). 

These areas include the referent’s enthusiasm for her impending death and disappointment for 

not dying, as well as the affect of assisted suicide. 
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Firstly, the enthusiasm and disappointment I refer to represent two opposite affects, one 

positive, one negative. These feelings exhibit the referent’s “belonging [and “nonbelonging”] to 

a world of encounters” and her “capacity to be affected” (1-2). She belongs in a space where 

death, specifically a violent death, and self-murder can potentially occur in her encounter with 

potential suicide weapons or people who can assist her with her task. She does not belong in a 

space where this potential no longer exists or is less likely to be present. Her  “capacity to be 

affected” by the likelihood or lack thereof of permanent annihilation serves as the main affective 

force that gives a suicide meme the emotional animation it needs to feel “alive” to its viewers (1-

2). 

With affect, suicide memes have the “capacity to affect” these viewers, or produsers, who 

will transform and circulate this and more suicide memes (1-2). These other produsers may be 

affected by the creativity, humor, enthusiasm or disappointment found in these memes, causing 

them to feel and react a certain way, like in feeling connected or resonating to the content of the 

memes. For example, the Figure 10 meme indicates the referent’s enthusiasm at not being alive 

in five years, although this enthusiasm may be sarcastic and not real (trina2001). 

Secondly, the affect of assisted suicide displays both the referent’s and assistant’s 

“capacity to affect and be affected” (1-2). For example, in the Figure 15 meme, missing the 

school shooting affects the referent, causing her to feel disappointment at not dying during the 

catastrophic event (cripplingdepresssion “When you miss a school day”). She in turn has the 

capacity to affect viewers of the meme, to evoke a reaction from them, or to potentially affect the 

school shooter, who may be disappointed as well in missing a willing target. Conversely, the 

shooter, or the would-be assistant, affects the referent by disappointing her as the shooter fails to 

kill her. 
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Conclusion

Suicide memes express anti-future sentiments within them in their depiction of the killing 

of important components of the heteronormative social order’s reproductive futurism (Edelman 

2-3). These components include progress, innovation, potential parents, potential children killed 

through abortion, actual children already born, and the adult who could contribute progress and 

children to society. These killings hinder the maintenance and progress that reproductive 

futurism requires for its sustainability in the future. Suicide memes, as shown in the examples 

from the four categories I analyzed through the CDA method, demonstrate a queerness that 

disturbs heteronormative concepts of suicide methods, treatment of suicide (as humorous), and 

the Child. Affect manifests through the referent’s enthusiasm at her incoming annihilation or 

disappointment at not dying, and through the assisted suicide motif in some suicide memes that 

affects three parties. These parties include the referent, the assistant, and the produser. This is not 

about the intent to affect either of the three parties, but their “capacity  to affect and be affected” 

(Gregg and Seigworth 1-2). These findings regarding the discourse within suicide memes are 

important because they illustrate not only these memes’ “capacity  to affect and be affected,” but 

also their capacity to be read in different ways, to express a political stance or several, and to 

queer the heteronormative future through the depiction of virtual suicide (Gregg and Seigworth 

1-2; Sedgwick viii, 8;). 
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Chapter 5: Suicide Meme Produsers as Counterpublic 

In this chapter, I address the second research question: Who are the people behind these 

suicide memes? I theorize that each individual is a “produser,” both producing and using memes 

(Bruns 23). I also theorize that these produsers, together, make up a “counterpublic” (Bruns 23; 

Warner 86). I explain the main principles of produsage, the activity of produsers, and the main 

features of a counterpublic as they apply to the people involved with suicide memes, illustrating 

with examples from Tumblr and Reddit by doing an online ethnography of the relevant Tumblr 

blogs and Subreddits (Snodgrass 437-39, 442). As I explain in the introduction chapter: in the 

methodology section, I investigate the culture, behavior, and social interactions of the people 

behind suicide memes through the online ethnography method that allows me to do “online 

participant observation”  (Snodgrass 437-39, 442).

It is important to note that Tumblr and Reddit call their users collectively as 

communities, whether that be the entire Tumblr and Reddit communities as a whole, or the 

separate communities within the entire reddit and tumblr websites, the communities that follow 

different Tumblr blogs, and the different Subreddits (“Community Guidelines;” Redditinc.com). 

While they may still be envisioned as communities, I am conceptualizing them as separate 

counterpublics belonging to a larger suicide meme counterpublic (Warner 86). Moreover, Bruns 

also says that produsers belong to communities (24-25). However, in my application of the term 

“produser” to the individuals behind suicide memes, I call the collective they belong to the 

counterpublic (Bruns 23; Warner 86).
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Suicide Meme Produsers

As Bruns argues, not all produsing in each medium works the same way, like creative 

produsage: “[the] Four key principles [of produsage] [...] [may not be] observable in [certain] 

cases” (228). For example, not all four principles may apply to produsage in Wikipedia, 

fanfiction, or memes (232-38). These principles are: “open participation, communal evaluation,” 

“fluid heterarchy, ad hoc meritocracy,” “unfinished artefacts, continuing process,” and “common 

property, individual rewards” (24-29).

In the case of suicide memes, I argue that all four principles apply, but not in the strictest 

terms, like in the example of Tumblr blogs not having a “fluid heterarchy” because they do have 

leaders, namely those people managing the blogs, with usually only one person managing each 

blog (26). Based on the definition of a produser, how are the individuals behind suicide memes 

both producers and users at the same time? They produce either by creating original suicide 

memes and posting, spreading them on a social media platform like Reddit or by reposting a 

meme that they did not create. 

The latter individuals, those who did not create the original memes produce by posting 

“stolen memes” (those created by someone else and that they clearly label as being stolen or 

not), reposting memes on the same or another platform after a period of time since the initial 

posting (either by the same or another person), and reposting memes with a clear attribution to 

the specific original source. For example, the same meme can be posted on Twitter and then 

posted again on Reddit or on Tumblr for a second time after a few weeks. At the same time, 

individuals behind suicide memes use memes by viewing them. 

Returning to Shifman’s definition of a meme demonstrates this simultaneous process: “[a 

meme is] circulate[d], imitated, and/or transformed via the Internet by many users” (41). By 
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“circulat[ing], imitat[ing], and/or transform[ing]” these memes, the individuals produce new 

memes or reproduce old ones (41). But they can only produce through imitation and 

transformation if they have also seen other iterations of the same meme, like the original one for 

example (41). Seeing other versions means that they are using (or consuming) these memes to 

entertain themselves and to gain knowledge on these specific memes so that they can transform 

them. 

Furthermore, produsing occurs even without visible statistical evidence on a social media 

platform. For example, the amount of views of a specific meme on Tumblr (its use and 

consumption on the platform) may only include the views of people logged into their accounts, 

and not the views of outsiders, like myself, who navigate Tumblr without an account. The 

amount of reblogs of that meme shown on the Tumblr webpage, also does not include the reposts 

(its (re)production) that may occur outside Tumblr, like in the case if I reposted the meme in a 

Gmail email thread. 

As the previous chapter illustrates, suicide meme produsers specifically produce and use 

memes that center on self-murder, assisted or otherwise. They produse queerness and anti-future 

expressions through suicide memes. Paradoxically, by the very act of produsing, these 

individuals actually create and perpetuate a future with more suicide memes, making their 

actions pro-future in a sense. That is, by produsing anti-future suicide memes, they perpetuate 

progress, innovation, and creativity. Thus, these produsers can be classified as queer, anti-future 

produsers.

In the context of Tumblr and Reddit, produsing occurs in aptly-named Tumblr blog URLs 

and blog titles and Subreddits respectively that signal the kind of produsing taking place. For 

example, the Tumblr blog with the URL “cripplingdepresssion.tumblr.com” and the blog name 
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“Suicide Memes and Depression” (Figure 17) signal the produsage of suicide memes on this 

specific virtual space (cripplingdepresssion “Suicide Memes and Depression”). The Subreddit 

“r/SuicideMeme” (Figure 18) indicates directly the type of content prodused within it 

(“r/SuicideMeme”).

Figure 17: “Suicide Memes and Depression” Tumblr blog name (cripplingdepresssion “Suicide 
Memes and Depression”)

Figure 18: “r/SuicideMeme” Subreddit (“r/SuicideMeme”)

The first produsage key principle is “open participation, communal evaluation” (Bruns 

24-25).  In the case of suicide memes, anyone can “open[ly] participat[e]” in produsing, facing 
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“communal evaluation” through the other produsers involved in the specific Tumblr blog or 

Subreddit (24-25). Besides the evaluators specific to each Tumblr blog and Subreddit, the 

website staff of Tumblr and Reddit act as evaluators too, but only when necessary (meaning they 

do not count as suicide meme produsers), like in the case that a posted meme may violate the 

websites’ user policies (“Community Guidelines;” “Reddit Content Policy”). Tumblr evaluation 

in specific Tumblr blogs take the form of comments and the number of notes on each posted 

meme. In the death penalty suicide meme (Figure 19), comments are not visible, but the 267 

notes indicate the approval that the meme received from other Tumblr users (justnihiling “Death 

penalty”). By seeing notes and comments on a posted meme, produsers get an idea of the kind of 

content acceptable in that specific Tumblr blog, which in this case is a meme that contains 

mentions of suicide and enthusiasm for a violent, permanent death. The tags used to label a 

posted meme also demonstrate the type of content that would be evaluated as acceptable, like the 

tags “death penalty,” “nihilist memes,” “suicide memes,” and “existential void” from the 

previous example (Figure 19) (justnihiling “Death penalty”).
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Figure 19: “Death penalty” meme (justnihiling “Death penalty”)

Similarly, Reddit has its own indicators for evaluation. Some Subreddits have very 

detailed “community details” that explain the kind of content posted in a particular Subreddit and 

“rules” that state what kind of produser behavior and postings are allowed within the Subreddit 

(Figures 21-23) (“r/memes community details;” “r/memes rules;” “r/memes moderators;” 

“Reddit Content Policy”). Reddit also has a list of “moderators,” specific individuals who 

regulate and evaluate the postings and activity within the Subreddit (“Reddit Content Policy”). 

The number of upvotes and kinds of comments on a posted meme indicate “communal 

evaluation” originating from the produsers of a specific Subreddit other than the moderators 

(Bruns 23-25). For example, the autobiography suicide meme (Figure 20) has 17.9k upvotes and 

107 comments expressing approval and banter, indicating its popularity and acceptability within 

the Subreddit (u/NitroOne). It was posted in the “r/memes” Subreddit, a mainstream Subreddit 

that has a large number of members (Figure 21) and has a rule (Figure 22) stating that “memes 

about death” are not allowed (“r/memes community details;” “r/memes rules”). Despite this rule, 

the autobiography suicide meme (Figure 20) is still posted, creating its own counterpublic in the 

process by going against the dominant public of the r/memes Subreddit (u/NitroOne; Warner 86).
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Figure 20: “When you’re writing” meme (u/NitroOne)
Figure 21: “r/memes community details” (“r/memes community details”)
Figure 22: “r/memes rules” (“ r/memes rules”)
Figure 23: “r/memes moderators” (“r/memes moderators”)

The second produsage principle is “fluid heterarchy, ad hoc meritocracy” (Bruns 26). 

“Fluid heterarchy” is more prominent in Subreddits than in Tumblr blogs because a Tumblr blog 

tends to have one blogger in charge of moderating the specific blog (26). And as previously 
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mentioned in the last section, the leadership and moderation of Reddit and Tumblr website staff 

must also be taken into account when it comes to regulating produser activity (“Community 

Guidelines;” “Reddit Content Policy”). Reddit moderators regulate postings in a Subreddit, but 

they do not exactly “rule” the Subreddit, merely ensuring that the posts do not violate the 

Subreddit’s rules without dictating produsers’ actions heavily. “Ad hoc meritocracy” does not 

result in the rising of a leader who controls produsage activity within a Tumblr blog nor a 

Subreddit, but instead results in the popularity of certain posts and produsers within the blog or 

Subreddit (Bruns 26). Through “communal evaluation,” produsers gain merit, again as seen 

through the comments and number of notes in a Tumblr posted suicide meme or the number of 

upvotes in a Subreddit posted suicide meme (24-25).

The third produsage principle is “unfinished artefacts, continuing process” (27-28). This 

principle directly connects to Shifman’s definition of an internet meme because memes are 

always “unfinished” and continuously evolving through their “circulat[ion], imitat[ion], and/or 

transform[ation]” (Shifman 41; Bruns 27-28). This is true for any type of meme posted on any 

social media platform. 

However, it is important to note that memes “die.” In other words, certain image meme 

formats, like the Salt Bae meme, fall out of usage gradually and then disappear completely from 

the latest postings on any social media platform (Jackson). One reason speculated for why 

memes die includes the “attention span” reason, wherein because of the massive amount of 

internet content that people consume, one specific content cannot hold their attention for very 

long (Jackson). Another possible reason for meme death is that the time it was fitting to a 

specific “social context” has passed, for example its relevance to a specific political issue 
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(Jackson). When produsers use these memes again, they get admonished by the larger group of 

produsers for using a “dead meme.” 

On the other hand, suicide memes refuse to die and do not look like will die anytime 

soon. Granted, they do not adhere to any one image format, but instead refer to a group of 

memes that has suicidal connotations within the memes’ captions. Since suicide memes are 

overused, they come under a larger genre of memes, namely the dank meme genre (“Dank 

Memes”). Dank memes cannot die because they act as a graveyard of sorts for “dead” memes. 

They “breathe” new life into these memes through further transformation of a given image 

format and/or caption, including suicide memes, since suicide memes have been around for a 

long time, thus losing some of their fresh comedic value. Dank memes, and thus suicide memes, 

are also “post-ironic,” meaning the humorous content within them goes beyond irony and can 

come across as sincere, whether the message is truly sincere or not (Jones). Jones defines post-

irony as a “cultural phenomenon [in which one] [...] be self-aware yet unselfconscious, sincere 

yet ridiculous, burdened yet buoyant, all at once, all the time.” Messages within suicide memes, 

the ones uttered by the referent may sound sincere, but  at the same time sounds ridiculous. 

For example, the Figure 24 suicide meme can be read as humorous content, but at the 

same time, the meme’s message can be read as genuine disappointment for not being dead 

(u/NaCl_Audac1ty). Dank memes (which includes suicide memes) and post-ironic humor 

demonstrate the continuous transformation of  suicide memes as “unfinished artefacts” that 

continue to evolve over time (“Dank Memes;” Jones; Bruns 27-28). Additionally, suicide memes 

in both Tumblr and Reddit both demonstrate “continuous process” through circulation of memes 

by containing posts of memes that were originally circulated on Twitter, like the burglar suicide 
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meme (Figure 25) from Tumblr and one shot suicide meme (Figure 26) from Reddit (Bruns 27-

28; autistic-memes “Burglar: if you wanna live;” u/singhaabhi).

Figure 24: “That annoying feeling” meme (u/NaCl_Audac1ty)
Figure 25: “Burglar: if you wanna live” meme (autistic-memes  “Burglar: if you wanna live”)
Figure 26: “Me: hey bartender” meme (u/singhaabhi)

The fourth and final produsage principle is “Common property, individual rewards” 

(Bruns 28). Most suicide memes are viewable and accessible by a majority of internet users 

across different social platforms including Tumblr and Reddit, with few exceptions. For 

example, certain suicide memes may not be accessible in the future if a Tumblr or Reddit staff 

member, blogger, or moderator deletes a specific suicide meme post, Tumblr blog, or Subreddit. 

But this does not happen often. Suicide memes posted on private Tumblr blogs and Subreddits 

also represent inaccessible suicide memes, memes that can only be considered “common 

property” for those produsers given access to the exclusive Tumblr blogs and Subreddits (28). In 
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contrast, reposts of the same suicide meme either in the same Tumblr blog or Subreddit, as well 

as cross-postings of the same suicide meme between Tumblr blogs and Subreddits, increase the 

memes’ accessibility, their status as “common property” (28).

When it comes to suicide memes, the “individual rewards” part of the fourth produsage 

principle does not refer to rewards that materialize offline because suicide memes are contained 

in internet meme spaces where memetic rewards take the form of popularity and viewership as 

seen through the number of notes a Tumblr or number of upvotes a Subreddit-posted suicide 

meme gains over time (28). Also, rewards are not likely to materialize offline because of 

produser anonymity and maintenance of that anonymity in both Tumblr and Reddit, as well as 

the difficulty of tracking the original poster or creator of a specific suicide meme (28). More 

importantly, online value may matter more to suicide meme produsers because much of life of 

those under the age of thirty revolves around the internet (Pew Research Center). Moreover, it is 

important to note that suicide memes produsage works outside the capitalist economy of profit as 

it does not result in monetary gains (Bruns 28). It is global without participating in late capitalist 

globalization. Although as I explain in the conclusion chapter: corporations are beginning to 

capitalize on meme culture.  
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Suicide Meme Counterpublic

Before describing the three main elements of a suicide meme counterpublic made up of 

produsers, I state three clarifications, first noting the difference between the queer counterpublic 

that Warner talks about and the one that I refer to as the suicide meme counterpublic. Second, I 

explain why I label the collective of suicide meme produsers as a counterpublic(s) instead of 

calling them a community. Third, the number of suicide meme counterpublics (86). To begin 

with, because I argue in the previous chapter that suicide memes are queer and in the previous 

section that suicide meme produsers are queer, anti-future produsers, I call the suicide meme 

counterpublic a queer, antifuture counterpublic (Warner 86; Sedgwick viii, 8). In describing the 

concept of counterpublic, Warner explains a queer counterpublic in terms of queer gender and 

sexuality (86). Departing from Warner’s definition, I explain a queer counterpublic in terms of 

pessimistic, anti-future, suicidal memetic content. 

Secondly, even though Tumblr and Reddit call their overall collection of users and 

specific collections of members that make up a specific Tumblr blog or Subreddit as 

communities, I conceptualize and read the total members of suicide meme produsers overall and 

within specific Tumblr blogs or Subreddits as counterpublics (“Community Guidelines;” 

Redditinc.com). These collection of people can also be considered communities, but the concept 

of “counterpublic” is more apt in explaining the totality comprising of suicide meme produsers 

(Bruns 23; Warner 86). 

Community in the conventional sense denotes a group of people “who live in the same 

place” or “share the same interests, pursuits, or occupation” (“community, n”). The group of 

suicide meme produsers can be interpreted as “liv[ing] in the same place” in the way that they 
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may limit their produsage to a specific online space of a Tumblr blog or Subreddit  (“community, 

n”). They are not physically or socially bound to that one space, allowing them to “live” and 

produse in multiple spaces (Tumblr blogs or Subreddits) at the same time; nor do they 

necessarily produse suicide memes in one social media platform (“community, n”). They may 

also produse suicide memes in Tumblr, Reddit, and Twitter simultaneously. 

In addition, even though suicide meme produsers may “share the same interests” in death, 

together, they form more than just a community because they do not indicate having the same 

cohesion or intimate connection as say, the Roman Catholic community (“community, n;”). The 

cohesion or intimate connection cannot be realized concretely because one, of the anonymity of 

suicide meme produsers, the “fluid heterarchy” that removes any formal leadership and 

organization of membership (Bruns 26). Two, the physical distance “barrier” between Internet 

users keeps them from connecting closely (in contrast to connecting in a real-life conference for 

example). And three, intimacy does not materialize because these Internet users are strangers to 

each other; as I mention in the theory chapter, a public, and hence a counterpublic, has strangers 

for members (Bruns 26; Warner 86). Moreover, Warner differentiates between a counterpublic 

and a “bounded community,” stating that the former “address[es] [...] indefinite strangers” while 

the latter does not (Warner 86).

Thirdly, how many suicide meme counterpublics are there? As previously mentioned, I 

conceptualize one collective suicide counterpublic with several, specific counterpublics within 

this one big collective. Regardless of how many members it has, each Tumblr blog or Subreddit 

whose primary content are suicide memes represent one separate counterpublic. Additionally, in 

the case of Subreddits containing memes from many different genres, a suicide meme 

counterpublic manifests within it when suicide memes are posted by produsers.
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The first main element of a counterpublic is its relation to the public, specifically the 

“dominant” public (Warner 83-84). In the context of suicide memes, the suicide meme 

counterpublic completely separates itself from the dominant meme public whose members 

produse mainstream memes that do not seek to massively offend or “trigger” backlash by its 

meme produsage. This is not to say that suicide meme produsers solely produse suicide memes; 

it is more than likely that these individuals produse for other meme genres as well (based on my 

own and others’ produsing experiences).  

Additionally, even though suicide memes are classified under offensive memes, they are 

arguably becoming more mainstream, which could signal how the suicide meme counterpublic is 

transforming into or branching out to also be seen as a dominant public. But to delve into this 

question further means looking at the issue of produser intent, which is beyond the scope of the 

paper. It is simply important to know that the suicide meme dominant public may exist besides 

the counterpublic version. Tumblr blog URLs, blog headers, and hashtags that label a meme post 

demonstrate how several Tumblr blog suicide meme counterpublics separate themselves from 

the dominant public. 

By using a URL like “suicidememes,” a blog header like “Ravioli Ravioli toaster in the 

bathioli,” or a hashtag like “self-destruction,” a Tumblr suicide meme counterpublic indicates its 

difference with the dominant Tumblr meme public (yung-sumo). Similarly, a Subreddit suicide 

meme counterpublic separates itself from the dominant meme public through its name, like 

“r/suicidememe” (“r/suicidememe”). Returning back to the type of counterpublic emerging 

within a Subreddit meme public, one example is the Figure 20 suicide meme mentioned in the 

produser section (u/NitroOne). By defying the rules of the r/memes Subreddit, it signals the 

existence of a suicide meme counterpublic present within the dominant meme public.
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Furthermore, Warner emphasizes a counterpublic’s “conflictual relation to the dominant 

public” (83-84). For suicide memes, whether on Tumblr, Reddit, or another social media 

platform, the conflict relates to the problematic ethics regarding the production and consumption, 

the produsage of dark humor content, memes or otherwise. Is it appropriate to produse suicide 

memes? People could potentially say no because to them, these memes romanticize suicide, 

make light of a traumatic issue as suicide, or fool the gullible into actually attempting suicide. 

The conflict thus occurs in the reception of suicide memes, when critics who may or may not be 

part of the dominant meme public call out these memes as offensive, instead of being creative, 

relatable, ironic, or even post-ironic (Jones). They may overlook the value suicide meme 

produsers find or put into these memes. The question of value connects to how a counterpublic is 

“aware [...] of its subordinate status” (86). 

Although it is not clearly stated in any Tumblr blog or Subreddit that the group of people 

involved in suicide memes are subordinate to the group of mainstream meme produsers, the 

suicide meme counterpublics still count as morally subordinated groups because of their 

produsage of potentially offensive content. What is more, because suicide memes have been 

classified as dank memes due to their prolonged existence and overused comedic content, their 

value goes down even further in relation to the dominant public that produses completely new 

memes with new captions that do not seek to upset the viewer.    

The second main element of a counterpublic is its membership, which in the case of 

suicide memes, are the produsers (Warner 86). A suicide meme counterpublic has a more 

specific membership than a general meme public that is determined through the type of content 

that an individual produses, the quality of that prodused content that is judged through 

“communal evaluation” by other produsers in the suicide meme counterpublic, and the affinity of 
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the person in question in becoming a produser of suicide memes (Bruns 24-25). In addition to 

specific membership, the suicide meme counterpublic has a specific discursive content, namely 

the suicide memes,  but also the kind of discourse found in meme posts’ comment sections, if 

someone has commented on the post (Warner 86). Based on the memes I gathered, the discourse 

in the comment sections contain a lot of banter. For example, in the autobiography suicide meme 

(Figure 20), a commenters says: “best plot twist ever” (Davidchenko99). 

As I note in the theory chapter, a public, and therefore a counterpublic, has strangers for 

members (Warner 55, 86). In the context of suicide memes and  the suicide meme counterpublics 

in both Tumblr and Reddit, most, if not all, suicide meme produsers are made up of strangers . 

Those who produse through their Tumblr and/or Reddit accounts do so under pseudonymous 

user accounts. Produsers with no user accounts too, depending on if the specific Tumblr blog or 

Subreddit allows people to anonymously engage with the discourse in the blog or Subreddit, are 

made up of strangers because they engage in suicide meme counterpublic produsage as “anons,” 

anonymous produsers who do not use pseudonyms, but all use the term “anon” as their name. 

The strangerhood in the suicide meme counterpublic allows its members to express their 

sentiments freely, which demonstrates the importance of maintaining their relation as strangers 

to each other. 

Members of a counterpublic, according to Warner, are singled out by society for their 

participation in the counterpublic’s discourse (86). This “singling out” action does not explicitly 

occur in the suicide meme counterpublic based on my observations (86). Instead, some suicide 

meme produsers in a sense single themselves out by referring to suicide memes directly in their 

meme postings in the occasion that they post on either general or specific meme Tumblr blogs or 
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Subreddits. For example, some produsers in Tumblr may  tag their meme posts as “suicide 

memes”. 

As with other counterpublics, “ordinary people,” or the majority of people, would most 

likely not want to be associated with the suicide meme discourse, especially without using 

pseudonyms or partaking as “anons” (86). As I explain in an earlier section, the produsage of 

suicide memes has problematic ethics that prevent many people from joining in the activity. 

Suicide itself is a sensitive topic of conversation that, I claim based on my observations, people 

tend to avoid talking about, which means laughing at or about it would not be normally 

acceptable. Again, as I mention earlier, most people would distance themselves from a discourse 

on suicide memes (I argue from a commonsense approach) because of their upsetting nature, 

potential to traumatize, romanticization, and potential to influence someone to actually try doing 

it. 

For example, “r/edgymemes,” a Subreddit containing posts of potentially offensive 

memes, like suicide or racist memes, has been “quarantined” (Figure 27) by the Reddit website 

staff because part of Reddit’s policies states that “Reddit administrators may apply a quarantine” 

on those Subreddits that “average Redditors (Reddit users) may nevertheless find highly 

offensive or upsetting” or those that “promot[e] hoaxes” (“r/EdgyMemes;” “Quarantined 

Subreddits”). Reddit administrators quarantine these types of Subreddits in order to warn 

unsuspecting Redditors “from [...] accidentally view[ing] [content they] do not knowingly wish 

to do so” (“Quarantined Subreddits”). The quarantine basically prevents ordinary Redditors from 

entering the suicide meme discourse without their consent. It foresees the possibility that these 

Redditors would potentially not want to be included in the discourse because of its potentially 

offensive content.  
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Figure 27: “r/EdgyMemes” Subreddit homepage (“r/EdgyMemes”)

The third and final main element of a counterpublic is its discourse content, which, as I 

explain in the theory chapter, is “different or alternative” and would be deemed unacceptable “in 

other contexts” (Warner 86). Recalling the queerness and anti-future sentiments that I explain the 

suicide memes express, the suicide meme counterpublic’s “alternative” discourse content is 

exactly that, namely the suicide memes’ queerness, anti-futurity, and problematic ethics (86). 

The meme categories that I list in the methodology show this alternative characteristic, like the 

vehicle-assisted suicide category that denotes content divergence from the dominant meme 

public’s content, content that strays from the “normal” meme content. These memes do not 

contain characteristics of suicide memes, such as taboo or offensive elements like one’s 

preference to die by getting run over by a car. 

The suicide meme counterpublic’s discourse content, because of its taboo nature, would 

definitely not be tolerated “in other contexts” (86). These contexts refer to any space outside the 

virtual spaces where the discourse is contained, like the suicide meme Tumblr blogs and 

Subreddits (86). Again, like the Reddit quarantine example (Figure 27) shows, the material 

would not be appropriate especially for contexts where highly triggering content would be 

frowned upon and where gullible internet users who may be led into committing self-murder 

spend their internet time (“r/EdgyMemes”).
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Conclusion

I now return to the research question that I explain in the introduction of this chapter. 

Who are the people behind these suicide memes? I call the individuals “produsers” and the group 

that they all collectively belong to as a “counterpublic,” again emphasizing that each specific 

suicide meme Tumblr blog and Subreddit has its own counterpublic besides the overall one 

(Warner 86). Made up of strangers who use either pseudonyms or just call themselves 

“anonymous,” produsers create and consume suicide memes at the same time. Lacking any kind 

of leadership, they evaluate each other’s posts. Anyone can participate in the produsage process 

and can access the posted memes anytime (as long as no one deletes the posts). Produsers also 

always evolve their suicide meme creations because memes are meant to be transformed 

(Shifman 41). 

The suicide meme produser counterpublic(s) functions in opposition to the dominant 

meme public that shies away from potentially offensive content. Its members are predominantly 

strangers, which works to the members advantage as the strangerhood gives them freedom to 

express their anti-future sentiments. Most people would not want to be thought of as being 

connected to the suicide meme counterpublic because of its potentially offensive discourse. The 

counterpublic’s discourse contains these ethically problematic material that the dominant meme 
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public would not approve of for the most part. These findings regarding suicide meme produsers 

and counterpublic(s) are important because even though they do not demonstrate the members’ 

intents for produsing suicide memes, they show how they behave in the space of suicide meme 

discourse and how they express a non-heteronormative stance against the realization of a 

heteronormative future.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion 

I now return to the two research questions that I state in the introduction chapter: What do 

suicide memes give or potentially communicate through their discursive content? Who 

participates in the suicide meme culture and how do they behave? I read that suicide memes 

resist a heteronormative future, instead opting for a destructive, queer version of the future where 

virtual suicide acts as the process that ends the continuation of reproductive futurism, at least 

from the person(s) killed or is about to be killed through virtual suicide. The participants in 

suicide meme culture and discourse are produsers, who together make up a counterpublic. They 

behave in a creative and resistant way in relation to the dominant meme public. 

Now that I have answered the two research questions, I move on to reflect on technology 

and what it makes possible today. As I claim in the suicide memes analysis chapter, suicide 

memes are inseparable from the futurism they critique as their existence hinges upon 

technological progress. The medium of the internet and the devices used to access it, like 

smartphones, make the existence of suicide memes possible because without them, memes 

cannot be spread, be added to one’s knowledge, and so cannot be transformed into new memes. 

Because of the available technology today, humor through memes, like suicide memes, becomes 

globalized (as it spreads online), connecting produsers worldwide through a universal 

understanding of memetic references. Hence, humor evolves, with internet memes evidencing 

the turn to online humor as some sort of “language” that many meme produsers around the world 

understand in the same way. For example, because of the technological globalization occurring 

today, a meme produser from one part of the world would be able to understand the humor 

behind one specific meme posted on Reddit by another produser.
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Speaking of suicide memes’ inextricable relation with the reproductive future, I now 

briefly note the (ironic) potential for future research revolving around both suicide memes and 

internet memes in general. I contribute to the scholarship through my reading of suicide memes 

as anti-future and of the people behind them as produsers making up a counterpublic, but there is 

more to be said about the topic. As I have stated in the literature review chapter, there is very 

little scholarship available currently about internet memes from different academic fields. 

Therefore, topics for future research are plentiful, even in the research of suicide memes 

specifically. 

For example, one can research if these suicide memes symbolize the digital age’s suicide 

note. Do they queer the concept of suicide notes? They are passed around, transformed, and do 

not necessarily have anything to do with real-life suicide. One can investigate if there is a 

connection between the produsage of suicide memes and real-life suicide, if there is any 

connection at all.  

Internet memes, regardless of type, may be read as linguistic components, artworks, or 

works of literature. This means that a particular research study into either memes in general or a 

specific type of meme, may take three different paths, depending on how the researcher treats the 

memes, for example, as artwork or otherwise. One major potential area of research, regardless of 

whether internet memes are read as linguistic components, artworks, or works of literature, is the 

topic of post-irony that I briefly discuss in the produser chapter. Post-irony has to do with 

contradictions like irony, but goes beyond it, as if it queers irony in the process. Post-irony’s 

manifestation in memes, especially in memes about dark subjects like suicide, indicate the 

memes’ multi-layered structure and references (intertextuality). It also demonstrates the 

evolution of humor that occurs along with evolution of technology.
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What is more, one can study how and why memes in general can be weaponized, like in 

the case of the 2019 Christchurch shooting, where the shooter posted his manifesto online, the 

document that attracted a lot of people online because it contained references to internet memes 

(Lorenz). People speculate that he incorporated memes into his manifesto so that it would be 

noticed and possibly become viral, becoming sort of a meme itself by being spread by people 

online. Of course, since no content transformation occurs, the manifesto cannot be considered an 

internet meme. But perhaps the manifesto’s memetic content evidences post-irony in its most 

violent form.

At the same time, he may have used memes to potentially indoctrinate younger people 

who are very literate in memetic discourse, but may not be well-educated in political and 

historical discourse. Lorenz emphasizes that extremist groups use technology for their own 

gains: “Platforms such as YouTube and Facebook can send users barreling into fringe 

communities where extremist views are normalized and advanced [...] these communities have 

[...] successfully adopted irony as a cloaking device for promoting extremism.” Humor 

disguising extremist teachings, in the form of memes in this case, may just be the modern, 

insidious propaganda tools that extremist groups or individuals need to get their point across and 

to gather more members. 

And because memes have an international reach and enables discussion between 

strangers, extremist groups that weaponize internet memes may be understood as forming 

counterpublics whose influence extends to wider geographical areas, but start in virtual areas 

(like a specific website). Technology and the internet medium, as I say in an earlier paragraph, 

mediate interactions, memetic transformations, and discourse. This mediation can also apply to 

emerging extremist counterpublics. 
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